Quarterly Newsletter
February 2017
Club Championships
Last Month’s Puzzle:
Last months puzzle showed a
shot of the end wall of Mother
& Wild (formerly Cinnamon)
Restaurant in Corsham
High St.
The photo was taken from the
entry into the small car-park
behind Methuen.

There is a separate Mens and
Ladies championships and the
rules will be the same as usual:

22nd October*
White Horse Gallop (Westbury)

• You must be a fully paid up
member of the club for 2017

5th November*
Over the Hills (Bradford-on-Avon)

• 20 points will be awarded to the
best result after age-grading, 19
points to 2nd best and so on until
everyone gets 5 points for entering a
championship race.

3rd December*
Bromham Pudding Run

The races for 2017 are as follows:
29th January
Slaughterford 9

This Month’s Puzzle
Everyone should be able to
recognize this months photo,
but where is it?

12th February
Wiltshire 10 (Melksham)
19th February
SMaRTT Smasher (Calne)
19th March*
Devizes 10
26th March
Calne Clock Change
4th June*
Chippenham 5 mile
5th July*
Chippenham River Run
20th August
Two Tunnels (Bath)

Answers please to:
brian.crc2@hamfist.co.uk

15th October*
Grittleton 10

• You must be wearing a Corsham
Running Club vest or T-Shirt.

• It is your best 8 races that score so
with 17 events in the championship
you have plenty of chances to get as
many points as possible.

Correct answers came from
Michael Luff and Steve Hible.
Good on you both!

3rd September*
Chippenham Half Marathon

*Date unconfirmed
Best Heddington 5k
3 specific Parkruns †
Any (non-Chippenham)
half marathon- best result counts
Any Marathon - best result counts
5 bonus points for doing a team event
(CWR, AVR, Mob Match, Endure
24)
† 2x beginners’ graduation and we
have a big gap in April/May so one
around that time.
If you have any questions contact
Carl Zalek.
We had a great turn out for the first
club championship race of the year,
seeing 26 of our members battling
the cold, rain and hills!
Don’t forget to let us know if you
achieve a PB in any of your races
this year, we want to hear about it! it
looks like out tradition of cakes and
prosecco is continuing into 2017.

Advertising:

Club Kit:

If you are a club member and have
a business or service you would like
to advertise in the next newsletter.
Please send details to
veena@gingerindian.me.uk

Check out the kit page on the club
website for club branded running
gear. Contact Dan to order please
dan.harman@sky.com
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Well I thought I was off the hook
and that this was now down to
Richard, then Veena reminded me
that I promised her a piece for this
newsletter……… Not wishing to pull
up the metaphorical ‘sand bag’ but
thinking that I ought to reflect a bit
here it is.

of the year I had volunteered to be
Secretary and 6 months later I had my
arm twisted to be caretaker chairman.
I have said many times that during
that period the club really struggled,
ones and twos at championship events
sometimes no one at club nights, it
was all rather depressing.

I saw Richards Facebook post today
and I must admit that it resonated.
I never ran, it was boring, it hurt
and playing rugby concentrated on
explosive power not endurance,
plus I was the fat kid who couldn’t
run at school. But, as I approached
50, I realised that I was going to do
something to stay fit. So, during a
tour in Afghanistan in 2007 I trained
for the Bath Half on a treadmill in
a tent, I ran it in 1:50ish and was
hooked. I then ran with East Antrim
Harriers in Ireland (where I managed
a PB of 1:39 for a half, and 43
minutes for a 10k, those were the days)
for just under a year before coming
home and joining Corsham Running
Club.

The arrival of funded training for
the Leader in Running Fitness
qualification meant we could send our
first volunteers away for training and
our beginners programme was born.
We then funded more from club
resources and made it our policy to
try to grow the club from the bottom
up by encouraging people to start
running with us. The Committee
did face criticism about this spending
but we were seeing benefits and were
able to justify it against improving
numbers. About the same time
Jane and the PTA decided to run
the Corsham 10k to raise funds for
Corsham Primary. Between the two,
the increased numbers of people on
the streets really started to generate the
momentum that brought us to where
we are today.

We used to meet on the stairs in the
leisure centre, a busy night would see
15 to 20 of us running the loops you
are all so familiar with. By the end

So as I sit reflecting and, as always,
wonder about the things that didn’t get

Strava Challenge Winner
- Short HIlls

Welcome to our
New Members

1. Craig Rumble - 24%

Sharon Williams
Rebecca Palmer
Jonathan Warman
Lauren Moon
Nick Kingwell
Ian Bird
Daniel Parker

2. Carl Zalek - 18%
3. Oscar Stringer - 11%
Well done Craig on winning the
first CRC Strava competition!!

done, I can also see the great strides
forward the Club has made. This has
been down to the sheer hard work of
the many people who have served on
the Committee over the years; people
who have sacrificed their own running
to mentor others, people who have
acted as chauffeurs so people can get
to races, people who have given their
time to attend meetings when they
would rather be in front of the telly
and people who have stood out in the
cold to make sure the Club organized
races succeed. What is lovely is that
there seems to be a steady stream of
these people waiting to take over –
even if they don’t know it yet!
I was truly touched to receive your
gift at the AGM, it was unexpected
and a lovely thought. More than that
it showed how many more people
are involved with the Club, CRC has
always been about the members not
egos and that is its key attraction, I
cannot see that changing anytime
soon.
And next for me, I am in the same
loop as I was 10 years ago, I think
I need to go running to get fit
again…………….
Simon Scott

Maria van der Waal
Paul Raithby
Jamie McBrien
Paul Bott
Chris Hunt
Andrew Ginn
Lauren Edwards
If you are yet to pay for your
membership email Steve:
crcsubs@gmail.com
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Thank you from
SWIFT Medics

One Mile Club

Dear Mr Lye

We have only had one session
since the Christmas break and
attendance at that was huge. This
was especially surprising as it was a
particularly bitterly cold evening.
Perhaps everybody was carrying
out their New Year resolutions!
Though this is good news for the
club, it is bad news for the fifteen
families who are on the waiting
list. It would be lovely to include
everybody but for safety reasons
the club cannot be too big.
Coupled with that, we are already
quite a presence in the Springfield
corridor and do not want to
antagonise the staff or other users.
We finished last term on a high
note with a successful treasure
hunt which was won by the Inman
family with all answers correct.
Even though it is only January,
I am sure that we are all looking
forward to the lighter evenings
when we can start to use the school
fields again.
Humphrey Barnikle

I am writing on behalf of SWIFT Medics
to thank you for the kind donation of
£750 which has been recently made to
the charity by Corsham Running Club.

One of the charities who recieved a
doantion from CRC after the 10k were
SWIFT Medics. Ed who is a Consultant
in Emergency Medicine in Newport and
lives in Corsham is very keen to help
develop the pre-hospital service offered
to the people of Wiltshire by SWIFT
Medics. He has written this piece to
inform members of how the clubs
contribution will be used.
SWIFT Medics is a registered charity that
equips and trains volunteer doctors in
Wiltshire, Swindon and Bristol to attend
serious and significant incidents for
South Western Ambulance Service Trust.

Each year we are called to over 200
medical emergencies involving around
300 patients. Attendance costs for
SWIFT Medics for each emergency
average, £75. To fund this, plus our
equipment and training, we rely entirely
on the public and receive no funding
from the NHS. We currently attend
about 35% of the incidents where a
doctor is needed. We are in the process
of training new volunteer doctors
and purchasing equipment to assist in
roadside emergencies. Your donation
will help with covering the costs involved.
With our thanks and best wishes
Angela de Saram, Administrator,
SWIFT Medics

Each year we are called to over 200
medical emergencies involving around
300 patients. Each attendance costs
on average £75 - to fund this, plus our
equipment and training, we rely entirely
on the public and receive no funding
from the NHS.
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I get all of the information from
member’s race results, the club
Facebook page and the newsletters
throughout the year.
Apologies if I have missed off anything
you’d like to have seen or any other
errors.

Notable Performances
CRC had the winning Mixed team
of Craig Rumble, Yuka Morrell, Jon
Morrell and Alison Graham at the
Avon Valley Relay
CRC (one combined team) won the
reverse Over the Hills Mob Match in
awful conditions, Lee Davis leading
us home in 51:30 with 4 of the first
9 runners and the large numbers of
participants (27 vs 41 from home
team AVR).
Pete Allen 1st v60 at Pensford 10k
and at Bromham pudding run.
Jo Motto 1st v50 at Semington Slog.
Alison Graham, Bratton Hilly 11k,
first v55 and fastest category time
for 10 years. Also Broadtown 5 mile,
Temple Trail Half Marathon (Where
Steve Hible was 2nd v60), River Run,
Two Tunnels 10k, Montycute 10k. So
used to getting trophies that she was
awarded Foxtrot 5 category win even
though 2 others finished ahead of her.
Alison Graham was 8th Wiltshire
lady at Tricounty XC at Bath uni in
December, won the v55 gold for
Wiltshire and qualified for South West
county championships in Exeter, but
you’ll have to wait until next AGM to
find out how she got on!
Steve Hible had an age category win
at Avebury 8.
Dan Harman did his first ultra,
Marlborough Downs 33 mile in just
over 5 hours with a detour in the last
mile (the only bit he hadn’t recced)
that cost him a sub 5. Also did Ham &
Lyme 50k in similar time, with Dave
Mackie an hour further back.

Ian Doyle did 3:43:29 at London
Marathon.
Jo Motto and Angela Aplin did
Swansea Half Marathon in just over
2 hours.
11 runners at Bath half, plus
numerous supporters and on course
helpers, Jon went sub 1:30.
17 runners at Chippenham half,
including first timers Christine Bott,
Anna Hilliard, Paula Clarke and
Jessica Reynolds. Dan Harman fastest
at an agonising 2 seconds over 1.5
hours. Many of CRC were overtaken
by Jay as he arrived 10 minutes late
and with no chip.
2 teams at Cotswold Way Relay, where
legs 7-10 took place in a monsoon. All
I saw while marshalling a road crossing
on leg 9 was the top of people’s heads.
We had our own races, Corsham
10k and Marshfield Mudlark,
as successful as ever. We had 2
beginners’ groups, first one included
Paula Clarke, Anna Hilliard, Jessica
Reynolds, and Maria Vinolo-Young,
look at them now! September group
had to be split into 2 because 31
people showed up!
And I did a couple of bits too but
won’t bang on about those!

PBs
Stewart Unsworth 10k at Smarrt
Smasher 47:35 then 45:32 at
Grittleton, Lacock half 1:40:15,
Shakespeare Marathon 3:43:00, same
time as Jo Gill at Bournemouth.
Angela Aplin 56:52 at Two Tunnels
10k

Rachel Cannon too??
Jo Motto 2:04:02 at Cardiff Half,
26:54 at Heddington 5k, 44:22 at
Broadtown 5 mile.
Craig Rumble 19:41 at Trowbridge
5k, then 19:15 at Heddington, then
18:40 at Heddington 3, 40:59 at Two
Tunnels 10k, then 39:30 at Calne
Clock Change, Cheltenham half
1:30:07.
Heddington 5k race 3 – Jon Morrell
19:20, Alan Kember 20:49, Dave
Mackie 20:58, Stewart Unsworth
21:33, Alison Graham 21:40
Alison Graham 36:11 at Foxtrot 5
Richard Biggs 40:33 at Foxtrot 5,
1:56:17 at Chip Half, 30 minutes
faster than Bath but attracted less
females.
Dan Harman 18:46 at Huntingdon
PR & first finisher, 3:01:05 at York
marathon
Jane Tunnicliffe – Amount of
Prosecco drunk and speed of Prosecco
drunk!

CRC around the world
Ian Doyle at Copenhagen and
Parkrun in Adelaide, Jon Morrell
running around Snowdonia
mountain, Alan Kember at Robin
Hood Marathon in Nottingham, Dan
Harman at Yorkshire marathon, Jo
Gill in Bournemouth, Manchester
and Valencia, Steve Hible in Wales,
others in Costa Rica, Portugal (for
Team GB), the Alps, Scotland,
Cumbria and a lot around the West
Country.

Natalie Inman 59:38 at Two Tunnels
10k, 29:23 at Trowbridge 5k, then
28:10 at Heddington, 45:42 at
Broadtown 5 mile

Also had members who ran on holiday
in places like Singapore and Japan,
Rob ‘6 miles’ Bennett in Perth,
Australia, Dan Harman did the rocky
steps in Philadelphia.

Dave Aplin 21:17 at Heddington 5k

Tales

Carly Harvey 51:51 at Devizes 10k

Gavin and Carol Johnson came in
last at the Avon Valley Relay, behind
the tail runner due to misnavigation.

Mo Maddock 54:34 at Corsham 10k,
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There was a love station at mile 9 of
the Larmer Tree marathon with hugs
from the organiser.
Dave Aplin rant about needing long
sleeves at Great Chalfield 10k for Sara!

we prefer Denizen of disaster!
Stewart was presented with a compass
in the hopes that he wouldn’t get lost
again.

Steve Hible realised he was first
CRC at Gilwern Grunt, also only
CRC so something to think about for
everyone.

Final notes – I love reading back
through the reports from the year as
I compile this but it relies on you so
Submit your results, tell us your tales,
shout if you got a PB.

Tracy Smith saw a mankini at Avon
Valley Relay.

Now give yourselves a big round of
applause!

Dave Bethune report for Marshfield
Mudlark where he stated he was
Ladies
‘Awesome as ever’!

Club Championship

At Wiltshire 10, Richard Biggs
overtook 2 people in the last
500 metres, apparently neither
were children.

Jane and I never had any doubts that
we’d picked the right person
but the following was something
Maximum 165 pts she wrote to a friend on
Facebook on a picture of her
142 pts
Bath Half Marathon number
138 pts
and highlights why she was our
pick: -

1

Alison Graham

10 events

2

Max Luff

8 events

3

Yuka Morrell

7 events

Alan Kember

9 events

Craig Rumble

12 events

158 pts

Pete Allen

8 events

152 pts

Gents
1

Max and Mike Luff turned
2
up at Over the Hills with 30
3
minutes to spare or so they
thought, where is everyone? Oh
GOD! Still managed not to finish last
and big thanks to our friends at AVR
We can’t tell tales without
mentioning Stewart Unsworth –
There was THAT leg 8 CWR recce
with Jon and Richard (Lost car
keys, atrocious navigation, lost jelly
babies, killer cows, electric fence
limbo, a near pub brawl and a trip
in the back of police car, 16 miles in
4 hrs – full details in the Summer
2016 Newsletter), the Avon Valley
Relay with Frome girl (Nina), went
from 17th to 33rd as he decided that
3.5 miles was too short and he’d
prefer to do nearly double that. Fell
in a lake at Dirty Devil Stampede.
Came in Bloody and muddy at
Wiltshire Scramble, also laced his
chip incorrectly. Shoes fell apart at
Cheddar Gorge Challenge marathon.
But worst of all, was the newsletter
report for Shakespeare Marathon
where he squeezed in 20 references to
the bard. Early year race reports from
Stewart and Dave Mackie referred to
them as ‘connoisseurs of quagmire’,

couple of fun run races; Corsham
10k, Chippenham River Run, BoA
Lions 5k. She achieved a goal of
breaking an hour for 10k. Did 12 club
championship races and was the early
season leader, her score of 135 would
have been enough to win in some
years, she had wanted to be higher up
the table than in 2015 and achieved
that easily. She is currently in training
for her first half marathon at Bath.
Secretly LOVES running!

164 pts

201 people entered the 13 specific
races (compared to 157 in 2015,
78 in 2014), and another 31 Half
Marathons, 8 Marathons, and 41
different team runners at AVR, CWR
or the Mob Match. Whether it’s the
larger club, more appealing races or
the promise of cakes and Prosecco
after races, it’s great to see.
We had 24 members at Bromham
(although I heard rumours of 30) with
some in Christmas fancy dress, 33
individuals at parkrun including many
of our 2 beginner’s classes as they
graduated.

Ladies Captain Award
Natalie Inman
Natalie is not always a fan of running,
but a popular and active member at
club, she comes along and plugs away
while having a good moan, although
Jane T and I have also noticed a lot
of positivity too. She has led a group
or two when short on intermediate
leaders. Her Children go to OMC
and have represented CRC at a

Don’t worry about it Sarah,
you’ll be great. We’ll both
manage it whatever time we do it
in – we can do it!

Men’s Captain Award
Dave Mackie
Dave Mackie is Mr. Race. He did an
amazing amount of races in 2016
including his first ultra (Ham &
Lyme 50k). If you ever want to know
about a race speak to him. He did
a 9 lap ‘Wedding Cow’ Marathon,
9 laps! Between him and Stewart
Unsworth, they’ve kept CRC in the
top division of the Wiltshire Off Road
League. A fantastic fancy dress effort
at Bromham with Santa beard and
Hawaiian shirt. He won the Dumb
Post Dash leading home a Corsham
1-2-3; albeit with only 4 runners,
but he still won it. Dave participated
in 11 club championship events as
well as the Cotswold Way Relay and
he managed to organise 5 teams for
the Avon Valley Relay which is similar
to herding cats. Unlike the Cotswold
Way organiser (name withheld),
Dave managed not to leave anyone
disappointed.
Carl Zalek

AGM Photos
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Simon stepped down as chair and was presented
with a gift from the club. Alison Graham and Alan
Kembar won the Club Championships. An emotional
Natalie Inman won the Club Captains award and
David Mackie was thrilled to receive the men’s prize.
Hilary Farroll was presented with the President’s
award for her contribution to the club as a leader of
the beginners group. Jane Clarke was regognised for
her erstwhile contribution to the club. Cheques were
presented to representatives of The Brunel Shed,
Corsham Churches Foodbank and SWIFT Medics.
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flat off road, felt like a marathon and
Pewsey’s Terminator offered pain but little
pleasure; but never mind spring is round
the corner...

The end of the year offers a period for
reflection, and before galloping too
far into 2017 what follows is a personal
reflection of the 2016 running year.
Having failed to get a London Marathon
place an alternative was required to
provide an early impetus and focus for
running after an injury induced break.
Some how, after a chat with ultra fan Carl
Zalek, that came in the form of the Ham
and Lyme event on 9 Jul, a 50km off
road jaunt, more of which later. Whilst
summer seemed a long way off in the
dark and cold days of Jan, the challenge
of completing 50km of hilly off road
provided the motivation to get off the sofa
and do some running.
Jan was a slow month race wise with
other commitments limiting racing to
one event, the Rough’n’Tumble, where
I joined two of the club’s other lovers of
mud and hills, Steve Parham and Stewart
Unsworth. A large entry, super marshaling
and a morale testing course made for a
memorable outing. It provided a great
reminder of the pleasures and challenges
that the Wiltshire countryside has to offer
the runner, and that there is never such a
thing as too much cake and hot tea.
February is a rubbish month let’s face
it; that’s why it’s shorter than the rest.
Running wise it was the case with a
triumvirate of races that failed to reach
the highs of Rough’n’Tumble. The aptly
named Lungbuster highlighted that
one should not run while ill, Calne’s
SMARTT Smasher,10km of benign and

Unfortunately, Spring had not quite
sprung for the12 mile Wilts Scramble at
Spirthill in early March and the dreich
February running vein continued. Whilst
Wilts Off Road Race League relegation
was avoided, it involved almost two hours
of suffering in cold and dispiriting
conditions. Sometimes running is not fun
and has to be endured; suffice to say I will
not miss the “Scramble” from the 2017
race calendar. Much more sociable and
pleasant running followed thankfully when
a last minute place came up for the Bath
Half. I joined a raft of other CRC runners
and thousands of other folk for two laps of
the city’s streets. With no target in mind, I
simply enjoyed the experience of running
my first big city centre road race since the
London Marathon way back in another
century. My running mojo (or should that
be Vitality?) was restored; hurrah!
April arrived all too soon and the
requirement to start upping the weekly
mileage in preparation for the Ham
and Lyme could not be ignored any
longer. Running between Rudloe and
Chippenham Park Run therefore became
a Saturday morning habit, which provided
the added bonus of seeing Richard Biggs
being chased to faster 5km times by pesky
kids and seeing my youngest son paced to
a Parkrun PB by Stewart Unsworth. The
month was otherwise racing light other
than an enjoyable trip over to Pensford
village for their mighty fine (but hilly)
road 10km in the chase for 2016 Club
Championship points plus the pleasure
of, and inspiration from, helping out with
Corsham’s 10km and its accompanying
fun run.
May, with its great weather, lengthening
evenings and two bank holidays, is,
unlike February, a great month; and it
was running wise too. Five events took in
club championship racing at Trowbridge
Zombie 5km, the mid-week delight of
the Roundway Chase at Heddington,
the first of four Lacock Relays, a romp
round Relish Running’s super Cheddar
Gorge Challenge and a long but rewarding
outing round the super scenic 20 mile
Marlborough Down Challenge. On top
of that, a recce of Cotswold Relay Leg

2 in company with Alan Kember and
Hamish Scotford, and a week of running
exploration round the wonderful coast
and hills of the Exmoor National Park
completed a month of high, but absolutely
marvelous, mileage. Happy days!

The final training push for Ham and
Lyme dominated June’s running. It
peaked with a last minute decision to
run White Star Running’s Wedding Cow
Marathon (thanks for the suggestion Dan
Harman). Having struggled with pacing
over long distances an eight lap off-road
event in scenic surroundings on the edge
of Poole harbour seemed like a good
idea. However, as legs failed at the end
of lap six, the remaining two laps proved
emotional and drove home that further
pacing / fueling refinement was required
if I was to complete 50km. That said, once
home I realized I had bested my one and
only previous marathon time (London in
1996) by one minute, so it was not all bad.
The final weekend before tapering was
spent getting wet and very lost on the event
route between Ham (just outside Yeovil)
and Lyme (Regis), which in combination
with the marathon experience did not
install much confidence for race day
either. Still summer club racing elsewhere
at Chippenham 5 miler, the first
Heddington 5km, leg 2 of the Cotswold
Relay and amassing five teams to run the
Avon Valley Relay provided welcome and
hugely enjoyable distraction from the
looming ultra.
Somehow the 9 Jul came round all too
quickly and I found myself apprehensively
fidgeting on the start line of the Ham
and Lyme 50km with my brother Richard
and fellow CRC runner Dan Harman
listening to an off the wall event brief
from Albion Running’s David Urwin.
Carl Zalek was meanwhile 2.5 hours
into his 100km race having started the
double Ham & Lyme earlier (you can
read about his adventures and the joy of
the Ham and Lyme in the Club’s 2016
summer newsletter). Running at a pace
that permitted social nattering with fellow
runners, concentrating on eating and
drinking sufficiently at the well stocked
aid /picnic stations, and a resolute focus
on just getting to the end over the latter
part of the course meant the six plus hours
passed really quickly and I soon found
myself happily supping beer and eating
ice cream (two of my favourite pastimes

outside of running and buying trainers)
by the sea in Lyme Regis wondering how I
got there.
In reflection, Ham & Lyme provided
a great focus and drive for my running
over the first half of the year and I gained
an awful lot from the whole experience
(outside of a splendid piece of race
bling). If you a looking for something to
invigorate your running try pushing the
distance; in reality the training load for
ultra is little different from a marathon
and I found the ultra running community
super welcoming and supportive with
added bonus of taking part in great offroad events in beautiful places.
Of course having cracked the Ham &
Lyme there was no question of what to
do next; keep on running as much as
domestics, work and fitness allowed.
Having got some miles in the
legs, and rather than peaking and
troughing the training, I decided to
keep at it and run a longer event every
couple of months or so. August’s
running highlights included a CRC
1-2-3 at the rarely run Dumb Post
Dash, charging over a traffic free
Severn Bridge in Rogues Running’s
surprisingly tough half marathon and
a longer, hotter trawl round 33km
at Salisbury Fire Service’s hugely
popular 54321 event (a veritable
festival of walking & running options
over five distances from 10 to 50km).
September was relatively quiet by
comparison. I joined a fired up CRC
contingent at the first event in the
2016/17 Wiltshire Off Road Race League,
the Marlborough Temple Trail Half.
Despite a calf pull at mile three hampering
personal ambitions for a good outing, it
provided a delightfully inspiring canter
round the Downs in supper conditions
with everyone else running strongly to
give CRC a flying start in the WORRL.
Outside of that, it was accumulating
training miles in preparation for the next
longer outing, the Clarendon Marathon.
The latter is a popular, long-standing
event that follows the Clarendon Way
between Salisbury and Winchester and one
that had been on my running bucket list
for many years. The incentive to finally
get on and run it came from a chance
conversation with a fellow runner at the
Wedding Cow Marathon earlier in the
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year who rated it the favourite of the 200
plus marathons that he had completed!
And he was not wrong; a superb course
through beautiful countryside on great
trails in perfect running weather, backed
up by tip-top race organisation and great
support along the course, made it an
event to remember and one that I cannot
recommend highly enough.

With evenings drawing in, the focus of
Club nights shifted to the joys of hill and
interval sessions. Whilst hard work, the
benefits showed in results during a purple
patch of running that spanned November
and December. At Over The Hills I took
five minutes off my previous year’s time to
dip under an hour and reversed the years
to improve PBs at Parkrun and, along with
many other Club members, over 10km at
Bromham.

half of a race. It was an enjoyable and
novel experience but unfortunately it
did not last until the end and I had to
resort to shouting at my legs to keep doing
their stuff for the final couple of miles
and through a few unavoidable “water”
features; the added weight of the massive
medal brought me to my knees at the
finish. With Bovington done, two much
shorter races taking in the summits to
Brean Down and Glastonbury Tor saw
out the running year and the number of
events completed rounded off at forty. In
reflecting on my running year and trying
to reach some sort of conclusion I realised
three things:
Most of all I have thoroughly enjoyed it;
life is complex but running is a simple
pleasure and a challenge that maintains
your inner-child and resilience.
Running, like all things, has its ups
and downs but the more you run so
the frequency of those magic days
where it all comes together also
increases.

Whilst running is largely an individual
sport, the support of, and involvement
with, a brilliant running club,
and seeing and learning from the
achievements of others, enriches
and improves the whole experience
immeasurably.
As the year drew to a close, there was just
one more long event to complete, White
Star Running’s Bovington Marathon.
Yet again the weather gods were smiling
and the preceding week’s rain gave way
to calm and sunny conditions once the
early morning mist cleared. White Star
are renowned for organising challenging
and hugely enjoyable running events with
bags of character round Dorset that stand
out from the crowd and Bovington did
not disappoint. Over
a complex and sporty
course round the tank
ranges and heathland
it provided a tough
and absorbing outing.
However, having being
very well paced to half
way by experienced
AVR ultra runner
Mick Farrar, I found
myself overtaking
runners in the second

Postscript: I am mighty pleased to
belong to such a supportive and inclusive
running club with so many inspirational
& friendly members. The Club Captain’s
award at the recent AGM therefore capped
an absolutely fantastic and rewarding
running year; thank you CRC. I’m now
even more fired up for 2017 and looking
forward to another tip-top running year
for everyone involved with CRC.

Dave Mackie

Over the Hills
Monthly Newsletter

6 November 2016

This year I set myself a personal target of running every
race in the Club Championship that I was physically able to
do. However when the registration for the Over the Hills
12k came around it was not without a little trepidation that
I signed up for it. I knew it was challenging and I knew that
it was hilly (clue’s in the name) but I’d really enjoyed some
of the off road runs we’d done with the club in the summer
so I thought I’d give it a go. I also knew I it would take some
kind of miracle not to be the very last of our club runners
to finish, but I also had a horrible feeling that I might
finish last out of the race overall! However, Chris Bott
gave me inspiration and hope when she very generously
promised to stick with me, whatever time we did it in.
The morning of the race came and it was absolutely
freezing, probably the coldest morning of the winter so far
and me, Mo, Rachel and Chris headed down to Bradford
wrapped up to the
eyeballs in woolly hats,
coats and gloves which
we tried to hang on to
for as long as possible!
Thanks to a late
firework night (curry
and beer anyone?) for
a few of us, none of
us were particularly
feeling on top
form. But there was an
air of excitement as we
gathered at the start
line, encouraged
not only by a strong
collection of fellow
CRC runners but
special guest stars Jane T and Biggsy who came along to
wish us luck. The run itself did not disappoint - it was
incredibly challenging and I’m ashamed to admit that at
about 3k I turned to Chris and said “I don’t think I can
do this”. Eeek! Luckily once I’d warmed up and we’d got
going we started to get into the flow and Chris’s rather
inventive raps, “We’re Nat and Chris, we’ve got this, we’re
not slow, yo yo yo” and so on did the trick that I suspect
they were supposed to and distracted me from the steep
inclines we had to climb up and over. When it came to the
river crossing Jane and Richard were there cheering us on
as we got in, and I actually found it incredibly refreshing
and fun - even though I didn’t choose to go the whole hog
like Mr Craig Rumble who apparently tried to swim it?!
When we (finally!) got to the finish line we were greeted
by our brilliant club mates (and Sara Dagger too, who’d
come to cheer us in) and of course rewarded with Biggsy’s
bonfire cakes and fizz. I felt absolutely drained and when

I got home my husband said that he’d never seen me look
quite as pale! I want to say a massive thank you to Chris
Bott who truly showed me what team spirit is all about.
Chris could have completed it much faster without me but
she was true to her word and quite honestly got me round
it all. I will never forget her kindness, I am forever grateful
and I hope I can pass on the favour to someone else in
the future. Would I do it again? Ummmmmmmmmm ....
I’ll let you know!
CRC Club runners taking part in the Over The Hills 12k
were: Lee Davis, Craig Rumble, Dave Mackie, Pete Allen,
Alison Graham, Danny Clenaghan, Yuka Morrell, Paul
Scotford, John Voyez, Rachel Cannon, Mo Maddock,
Chris Bott, Max and Michael Luff (who have a story of
their very own about this race to tell).
Natalie Inman

Max’s comment
on Over the Hills
from Facebook
Great running
everyone! Michael Luff
& I had the privilege
of experiencing
the overwhelming
sportsmanship
and generosity of
our neighbouring
running club AVR this
morning. Following
a slight hitch in the
Luff family calendar
we started half an hour
after everybody else, without numbers... Gradually we
got closer to the back runner and by the time we arrived
at the river crossing the word had got round the marshals
that there were two CRC stragglers desperately trying to
catch up with the race. They waited for us and kept the
crossing and course open. Without exception the marshals
were amazing, friendly and encouraging...not sure we
deserved this as it was our own error, but it was an uplifting
experience after a bad start. We eventually managed to
overtake one runner, so weren’t last. I ran 8 minutes
quicker than last year (according to our own Garmin) and
there were still some of Richard Biggs’ cakes when we got to
the finish! Not quite the race we’d anticipated, but faith in
humanity wholeheartedly restored due to AVR marshals!
Max Luff

Full Monty Cute
Monthly Newsletter
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Spring 2015
10.1 miles of off-road trail running
complete with fantastic views, 10 or
11 hills at a cost of £10.50. This is an
equation that gets my pulse racing and
I had been looking forward to this race
for some time. Dan and Alison had
also shared my enthusiasm and the
three of us set off on a chilly December
Sunday to see whether the race met our
high expectations.
The event is organised by Crewkerne
running club and starts at the Ham
Hill centre in the country park near
the Somerset village of Stoke sub
Hamdon. The first mile is a loop that
takes in a modern stone circle and a
war memorial before heading back to
the centre. Once Hedgecock Woods
have been traversed, the toughest hill
on the entire course, St. Michaels,
is tackled. The organisers take great
delight in putting out a red marker
just before you reach a hill, informing
you what number you have got to and
its name. As you descend St. Michaels
you can see both Montacute House
and the runners five minutes behind,
toiling up the incline. Abbey Farm,
a deer park and Ladies Walk must
all be negotiated before Odcombe
road is crossed. The next few miles
are relatively flat punctuated by the
occasional nasty climb before Pease
Hill is reached. By now calves and
quads are feeling the pinch but at
least you can see the drinks station at
the top that marks the 7 mile point.
The route then uses an enclosed path
and a farm track before the athlete
encounters hill nine, Tinkers Bubble.
Upon reaching the summit, you enter
Witcombe Valley, following the rim
round until the ascent to the Ham Hill
Fort ramparts. The course appears
neverending at this stage but eventually
you return to the Ham Hill centre and
the finish.
243 competitors took on the challenge
and for the Corsham contingent the
results were mixed. Dan adopted a
policy of walking and taking photos on
the uphill sections while running pretty
much flat out otherwise, a strategy

that netted him 27th place in a time
of 1:23:31 and irked those around
him that battled to pass him on the
ascents only to see the gold and black
vest saunter back past on the downhill.
Apart from walking the St. Michael
Hill I managed the grinding ‘granny’
gear pace to clear the others; not that
it counted for much as my stomach
muscle injury that has dogged me for
the last six or eight weeks ended any
hopes that I could do myself justice.
I dropped through the field like a
stone through water during the middle
miles before finding my station in the
midfield also rans; 114th in a time of
1:42:06.
An increasingly common scenario is
that Alison enters a race and some time
later in the day, the club facebook page
has a photo of her lifting the v55 ladies
prize. On occasions, this happens
without our maestro having to run
right up to her best simply because the
category proves to be uncompetitive.
Not so this time. Alison had fourteen
opponents, including Eleanor Wood
(Axe Valley) who had won the v55 prize
for the last four years; Jackie Riley
(Bitton) who had completed the Frome
Half in 1:37 and Frances Anderson
(Egdon Heath), a 3:34 marathon
runner. The surprise if not a hint of
disappointment in the announcer’s
voice when he had realised Eleanor had
lost her unbeaten record gave it away;
our girl had snatched the glory. The
winning margin was only 26 seconds,
but the time was a superb 1:33:40 (71st
overall). Richard Bateson (Yeovil)
took the overall honours; his 1:08:48
pipped Wayne Loveridge (Chard) by
just 15 seconds.
So - is the race worthwhile? The minus
is that it is a 2.5 or 3 hour round trip,
but if you can car share (thanks Dan!)
then hopefully that would not prove
to be an insurmountable drawback
because the event itself is fantastic.
The Somerset scenery is a delight to
behold and just for getting round you
get a large (enough for three servings)
Christmas pudding and a beer glass

with the event details engraved on
it. There is also a lovely pub lurking
within yards of the startline that caters
for real ale drinkers and dog owners
alike. Essentially, this is a race that is
difficult to oppose, even if it does clash
with a certain 10k two laps round a
village club championship race…...   
Stewart Unsworth
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Winning gold (for my vf55 age
category!) at the Tri-county XC
championships at Bath University in
December 2016 bagged me a place
at the regionals at Exeter racecourse
in January 2017 – and catapulted me
into six weeks of intensive training
so as not to disgrace myself and my
club at the more challenging regional
event. I mixed hill reps and tempo
sessions at club with my own speed
sessions (making sure I had only 3040 seconds recovery between efforts)
and my own shortish (4-5 miles) XC
runs at the weekend.
There were ten ladies in the Wiltshire
team, including some rather fast ones
(not me). Getting a lift with Darren

Wrintmore
meant I had
plenty of prep
time before my
race (5 hours
to be precise).
The ladies
race was 5800
metres round a
section of Exeter
racecourse,
a gently
undulating
course with one
long ‘slope’ that
needed to be
tackled twice. Plenty of time to recce
it! Our race was the last of the day, so
the ground was somewhat churned up
– everyone else had spikes except yours
truly. Thankfully, the ground wasn’t
bad enough to render my trail shoes
useless.
The race got off to a furiously fast
start, which I expected. I tried to keep
an even pace and not worry too much
about all the youngsters streaking past.
I even managed to overtake a few! My
main concern was not to come last.
I recall at one point tingling with
excitement – I was actually racing for
the county! It all seemed a long way off
from my days in One Mile Club when

I ran in my cycling SPD shoes (minus
the cleats!) because I was ‘never going
to buy trainers and get into running’.
Surprising where Corsham Running
Club can take you.
My time of 26.02 won me the silver
medal in my age category – and the
realisation that there is a lot of hard
work to do before the Nationals (and
that I need to purchase spikes). There
are a lot of fast VF55s out there.
Proud to represent my club and
county. Thanks, as always, for all
the training, encouragement and
camaraderie CRC.
Alison Graham
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2016 was a mediocre year.
I came into it with great form but basking complacently in
the glory of the semi-miraculous sub-3 at Dublin. Minor
injury in early Jan, targets were soon down graded and all
of a sudden I was treading water. Bath half, Snowdonia
trail, and Chippenham half were all “ok” results, but
I wasn’t pulling up any trees. Meanwhile, with the
appearance of Lee, Craig, Jay, and return from injury of
Dan, I had quickly slipped from being the fastest on a club
night to being about 5th. At first it was amusing, like a bad
hair day. Then my PBs and strava segments started falling,
JL started enjoying the wind up a bit too much, it escalated
to an irritating itch, and by the autumn had turned into
a head ache and big wake up call. After complete and
absolute excess in October I was ready to diet, cut the
beer and get back in shape. I lost a stone in 5 weeks and
managed a PB at Bromham - my best result of the year but
still a full minute behind the club leader.
So I trained hard over Christmas and targeted SF9 in the
new year. In the first 28 days of Jan I ran 25 days for a
total of 170 miles. I tapered into SF9 and turned up this
morning 1.5 stone lighter than 3 months prior. I didnt
know if I was going to beat the competition, but if I avoided
injury I knew I was going to run a good race. The goals
were one fold - beat all other Corsham runners.
(Thanks to Damian H for not running)
I started fast but truth be told the first mile is my worst
section and I wasn’t surprised to be behind Craig and Lee.
I ran up the 1st steep hill toward the Weavern Lane turning
(I’ve always walked this one in training) and caught Lee.
Craig was now just in front. Brain said “sit behind”, heart
said “go for it”, and in a moment of exuberance I overtook

him sprinting down the next hill toward the mud. Weavern
Lane - another section I hate. Too technical and injury
opportunites aplenty. I came out of that just in front and
belted it on the road toward Slaughterford. Ran up some of
the next (double) hill toward the farm and allowed myself
to look back. No Craig.
Next stop - Jane T at the cattle grid (thanks for cheering).
No Craig in sight. Fast road section and fields to the Jigsaw
farm. Still no Craig. Are the eyes playing tricks? Down the
fast field and track, up the long narrow hill with the mats to
the road next to Colerne, and I’m starting to think it’s in
the bag. Think again.
I head down the short road section toward the style and
casually look back - out of habit more than fear. WTF?
He’s back, and bearing down, maybe 30 meters back.
This really spoiled the last 15 mins of the race. What
could’ve been a semi relaxing jog to the finish turned into
a roller coaster of emotions. I’ve lost, he’s just behind, he’s
getting faster, I’m slowing down, it’s all been for nothing,
he will win on the line, etc, etc. STOP THINKING AND
RUN, YOU TWAT. I did, and somehow managed to hold
on. The Strava flybys later showed that he was just a stone’s
throw away at the top of the sting, but I finished faster.
Order temporarily restored.
This has all been quite self indulgent. I’ll finish by saying
thanks to Craig, Lee, Dan, Jay, et al. In times gone by some
have said this club is no good for faster runners. Well,
bullshit. My team mates pushed me all the way today. I will
enjoy this brief moment in the sun. But brief it may well be
- only 14 days to the Wiltshire 10.
Jon Morrell

Getting To Know You
Craig Rumble
Hi, I’m Craig and I joined Corsham Running Club in April 2016. I’m the one recently charged
with looking after the club website and membership emails, taking over from the great work
Brian has done over the years.
I started my running exploits in April 2015 after chasing around after my son and realising that
I needed to get fit. Given my loathing for the gym I thought I’d try running which was a little
random as I’d not run since school and didn’t particularly enjoy it. I was surprised to find that I
really didn’t mind running and in fact quite enjoyed it! I came to love the focused time to think
that running allows me. It’s such a great sport in that regardless of speed or ability, running is
ultimately a very personal experience and you’re only ever really competing against yourself and
your previous times and efforts.
I joined Corsham Running Club shortly after meeting Jane Clarke, Jon Morrell, David Aplin,
James Lye and Stewart Unsworth at the Devizes Half in April 2016. After chatting to them and
some gentle encouragement I was convinced that I should give running with CRC a shot. The
Corsham 10K later that month was my last “unaffiliated” run and I haven’t looked back. I’ve
since run 22 races that I’d never have discovered thanks to the club and I hope to run many more in the years to come. I’ve also made
some great friends, it certainly makes training on the cold winter nights more enjoyable having such a great bunch of people around
you. I’m extremely proud to be a member of such a friendly, welcoming and all-encompassing club.
This year is going to be an interesting one as I have a lot of running goals and plans in my head (as ever). We’re expecting our second
child at the end of February so there are likely going to have be some compromises along the way!
1.Sporting Icon?
Even though I’m relatively new to running myself, I’ve always been an avid fan and watcher of athletics in general. Whilst I don’t
idolise him as such, you can’t help but have the utmost admiration for Usain Bolt and what he’s achieved. The man is a machine!
2. Best Book?
I don’t read many books now but my wife Laura bought me a copy of one of her favourite books, 1984 by George Orwell, soon after we
first met. It was a wonderful if not somewhat terrifying read.
3. This week I have been mostly listening to?
I have a rather eclectic taste in music. If I’m concentrating whilst working or the very occasional times I run with headphones I tend to
listen to dance/electronic music like deadmau5, Chemical Brothers, Nero or The Prodigy. Other times my tastes range from chart to
classical… I take pot luck with Apple Music most of the time…
4. Most bizarre running experience?
Probably Bath Half last year. It was my second half marathon and only my third race. It was on a much bigger scale than anything
else I’d run with around 10,000 runners. As I was floundering slightly heading back into town along the Lower Bristol Road for the
second time, I was overtaken by two men at a great pace wearing nothing but Speedo’s, goggles, trainers and their race numbers. As if
that wasn’t bad enough, I was then overtaken by two Stormtroopers in full outfits. The only consolation was that I managed to finish
ahead of Darth Vader!
5. Top Running Tip?
Always stretch after a run no matter the duration or intensity. A friend of mine gave me that advice when I first started out running
and it has served me well. I still stretch after every single run, I do six different stretches that I hold for a minute each per leg.
6. Favourite cake?
Coffee Cake – no contest.
7. Top tipple?
I’m more of a lager man these days but occasionally I treat myself to a nice bottle of red with either a Châteauneuf-du-Pape or a St.
Emilion being particular favourites.
8. If I won the lottery I’d... Try and buy the house I really admire up on The Ridge, pay off the mortgages of all my nearest and
dearest and see them right. I couldn’t stop working as I’d go crazy so probably invest in or buy a small business to run.
9. Favourite Superhero, and why?
I do watch a lot of Marvel and DC shows and films but wouldn’t say I have a favorite as such. If I had to pick one that I could be
however then it would have to be The Flash – I need an edge wherever I can get it, even if it is from a particle accelerator explosion!
10. Favourite Holiday destination?
Portugal and Spain have given us some wonderful holidays and I feel really at home there. My choice though would have to be Bali
where we went for our honeymoon. It’s such a beautiful and idyllic island I’d happily go there again right now.

